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FROM THE
HEART

This issue, DUET continues the 
celebratory mood that began 
with the Christmas season by 
welcoming Valentine’s Day.

Unlike Christmas and New Year’s 
Day, during which we unabashedly 
commemorate our regard for 
our fellow man and fondness for 
family members, Valentine’s Day 
allows us to indulge in something 
a little more personal and less 
universal: romantic love with a 
special someone. It’s one of the 
few occasions when you can 
witness people displaying the entire 
spectrum of human emotions. It is, 
after all, a day about love!

With that at the top of our 
minds, we experience either 
unadulterated happiness from 
love that is reciprocated, or 
deepest despair when love is lost 
or unrequited. In between these 
extremes, that four-letter word 
can also make us feel excited or 
nervous when we confess to loving 
someone and await his or her reply. 
To put in another way, love is a 
roller coaster ride.

But have you ever wondered 

why it makes us feel this way? 
In this issue’s feature story 
(p9), experts in neuroscience, 
psychology and even mathematics 
weigh in on the science behind 
love. Read it and you’ll understand 
why we say two people need 
chemistry to be attracted to  
each other.

If you’re single and unattached, 
Valentine’s Day wasn’t created 
to make you feel miserable. Flip 
to (p24) to read a single guy’s 
practical guide to banish loneliness. 
For those actively pursing love, 
note that you’ll need to adopt the 
right attitude (p6) and make first 
impressions count (p18). And if you 
want to find out where the singles 
are hanging out, turn over to the 
event listings (p26) to find out 
what our accredited agencies have 
organised for Q1 2015.

If you’ve been dating someone 
special but feel like the two of 
you are stuck in a rut, we’re pretty 
sure that there are many new 
activities the two of you have yet to 
experience together. For something 
a little different, flip over to our 

James Chan, Assistant Director

suggestions in the Out & About 
section (p4).

We trust that the first issue of 
DUET for 2015 will not only be an 
enjoyable read, but also offer plenty 
of practical tips and suggestions, 
thus setting the tone for the rest of 
the year. Allow me to wish you a 
happy new year.

JANUARY-MARCH  20 1502
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1. Verrückt, one of the world’s highest and steepest water 
slides located in Kansas City, got its name from the 
German word that means...

 a)  Very scary 
 b) Death 
 c) Insane 

2. What does the act of giving Casablanca lilies to someone 
signify?  

 a) It’s time for a celebration! 
 b) You’re the joy of my life! 
 c) I am yours, and you are mine. 

3. Of the 2,000 people that ABC News surveyed in the US, 
what percentage of respondents feel that a couple should 
plan their Valentine’s Day date together? 

 a) 20.0%
 b) 68.2% 
 c) 68.1%

4. What chemical was secreted in the brains of participants 
when they were shown photographs of their beloved in a 
2005 experiment conducted by Dr Helen Fisher of Rutgers 
University? 
 a)   Oxytocin

 b) Dopamine
 c) Adrenaline 

5. In the movie The Fault in Our Stars, when does Gus 
confess his love for Hazel? 

 a) When they meet at a cancer support group
 b) During Gus’ chemotherapy session 
 c) When they take a trip to Amsterdam

READERS’ QUIZ

*Terms and conditions apply
This quiz is open only to DUET readers who are in SDN’s database. 
To be part of SDN’s wide network, sign up at www.sdn.sg
and enjoy access to information, events, dating resources and 
other online functions.

Read dUeT, Take This qUiz, and 
sTand To win one of five seTs of 
CapiTavoUCheRs woRTh $20 eaCh.

Head over to duetsg.com/contest  

to answer these questions now!

CLOSING DATE: 1 Feb 2015

QUIz RESULTS (OCT–DEC 2014):

CONGRATULATIONS TO 

OUR LUCKy WINNERS!

yOU’VE WON $20 WORTH OF 

CApITAVOUCHERS!

Shirleen Foo

SXXXX310F

Ang Hui Ting 

SXXXX992H

Yong Shi Ya

SXXXX523A

Chen Xiufang

SXXXX061C

Ong Yee Chwan

SXXXX950Z

Novus Media Solutions Pte Ltd will 

contact all winners via e-mail.

3_Duet_Reader's Quiz_.indd   1 8/12/14   11:25 am



BY CHIN WEI LIEN

IN NEED OF IDEas FOr ValENtINE’s Day? NO 
wOrrIEs! wE’VE gOt yOu cOVErED. HErE arE 
FOur ways tO gIVE yOur DatE a DIFFErENt kIND 
OF ExpErIENcE wHEN cupID cOmEs a-kNOckIN’. 

04 JANUARY-MARCH  20 15

GET CREATIVE 
Instead of doing something fancy, 
maybe it is a good idea to go back 
to the basics. Here’s something fun 
to experiment with: try re-enacting 
your first date! maybe it was a 
simple dinner and movie date, 
followed by a quick trip to marina 
Barrage to enjoy the scenery before 
sending her home. try doing all 
of those again right down to the 
last detail to re-live all the best 
moments of your courtship!  

GET PHYSICAL
No, not that way. this Valentine’s 
Day, do something that will make 
you sweat up a storm with your 
date, such as kayaking, cycling or 
even a friendly sparring session. 

OUT & ABOUT

DAY
GAME PLAN

VALENTINE’S VALENTINE’S 
DAY

GAME PLAN
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Telunas  
Beach ResoRT
Three hours away from 
Singapore by boat is the 
Telunas Beach Resort, located 
in a secluded cove and 
surrounded by nature. Explore 
the jungles and end the day 
in your private chalet, situated 
right above the lapping waves.

 Jalan Anggrek Luar #23, 
Baloi Persero, Riau Islands, 
Indonesia

hooked
If a hard-boiled egg is all you 
can manage in the kitchen, 
Hooked will get you prepped 
in time for the Valentine’s Day 
feast that you are planning. 
And since Hooked has its own 
professional chefs to guide 
you along, you are certainly in 
good hands. 

 Visit www.hooked.com.sg 
for more information

X’TReme kayaking
For an adventure closer to 
home, East Coast Park’s 
X’Treme Kayaking has tandem 
kayaks for you and your date—
one to steer and one to roll. 
Like a relationship, teamwork 
is required! There are kayaking 
expeditions for the more 
adventurous couples out there. 

 1212 East Coast Parkway

Most men are not hardwired to be romantic, and 
they are unlikely to change even on Valentine’s 
Day. Some may wonder what’s the big deal 
anyway? It’s just another day! But here are three 
compelling reasons, according to some of our 
female readers, why you should take Valentine’s 
Day seriously.

monTigo  
ResoRTs nongsa
The Montigo Resorts Nongsa 
at Batam provides a laidback, 
idyllic getaway with a touch of 
five-star modern luxury. Some 
rooms even come with its 
very own infinity pool, which 
overlooks the uninterrupted 
horizons of the Java Sea. 

 Jalan Hang Lekir Nongsa, 
Riau Islands, Indonesia

Doing something strenuous 
together can deepen relationships, 
not to mention the fact that it 
is a refreshing way to celebrate 
Valentine’s Day!  

geT cookin’
Securing a seat at a restaurant with 
a three-month-long waiting list may 
be impressive, but nothing beats a 
meal cooked with your own hands. 
If you truly want to impress your 
date, the best way to her heart is 
through her stomach. It doesn’t even 
have to be anything complicated. It’s 
the thought that counts. 

geT aWay
Since Valentine’s Day falls on a 
Saturday this year, it is the perfect 
time for a weekend getaway. But 
that doesn’t mean you have to 
travel to expensive, exotic places. 
In fact, there are numerous islands 
around Singapore to explore (sans 
Pulau Tekong), and affordable beach 
resorts that are just three hours 
away from Singapore by boat! Check 
out our recommendations below for 
some staycation ideas.

WHAT’S THE
BIG DEAL?

It’s AN ExCusE to BE suPER-RomANtIC
“We know it’s just another day, but what’s wrong 
with being extra-romantic for once in the year? Even 
if you are a full-blooded male, you want to be loved 
and pampered every once in a while, don’t you? This 
doesn’t mean we want romance all the time, but to 
let the inner princess out once a year is not asking 
too much, is it?”
— sAmANtHA LEoNg, 28  

It’s tHE uLtImAtE LItmus tEst
“In a way, Valentine’s Day is a way to reinforce our 
choice of partners. To us, if you cannot put in the 
extra effort for this one-night-only event, then it is 
definitely a telltale sign.”
— JEssICA LIu, 24

BECAusE CHoCoLAtEs
“Yep, chocolates.” 
— HANNAH DERmAwAN, 30

geT 
TogeTheR
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AlkAff MAnsion RistoRAnte
If you are looking for a unique and romantic spot 
to spend Valentine’s Day, look no further. The 
Alkaff Mansion, built in 1918 and situated atop 
Telok Blangah Hill, is one of the most beautiful 
and memorable dining locations in town. Fronted 
by the newly appointed Sardinian chef, Simone 
Depalmas, Alkaff Mansion serves up a varied 
repertoire of hearty Italian fare. And every sauce is 
made from scratch, ensuring that every bite is the 
unadulterated taste of authentic Italian cuisine. For 
the special date, try the Jilly’s Surprise Plate, which 
is a special dish created by the chef each month! 

 10 Telok Blangah Green

oUt & ABoUt

Looking your utmost can onLy get you so 
far during VaLentine’s day. to go aLL the 
way to the finish Line, you need the right 
mindset and attitude to compLete the race. 

let’s say you have just 
received a phone call 
or a text message from 
someone special. He or 
she doesn’t specify why 
he or she is contacting 
you (“oh, i just want to 
catch up, see how you 
are doing.”), but it is 
Valentine’s Day, so you get 
a hint of what’s going on. 
You’ve really only gone 
out together on a date 
or two in the last month, 
yet both of you shared 
some good vibes and, for 
the most part, it sounds 
like a good idea to spend 
Valentine’s Day with him 
or her. 

But don’t be too quick to 
jump on board! 

By now, you are already 
familiar with the expression 
“dress to impress,” and that 
is definitely good advice. 
however, a truly successful 
date, especially one on 

Valentine’s day, is more than just carefully 
dishevelling your hair, finding the right outfit 
and choosing the right fragrance. fine-tuning 
your attitude prior to the date—or putting 
your heart in the right place—can make all 
the difference to your dating life as well. 

  
HAVe stAnDARDs
Look, we are not asking you to set a 
minimum height, weight and monthly 
income for your date—that’s going way 
overboard—but it doesn’t mean that you have 

JANUARY-MARCH  20 1506

THE RIGHT

AT TITUDE
Get 

nostAlGiC
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FLOWER
Different flowers symbolise 
different things. Power up your 
date with the right bouquet! 

to settle for any Tom, Dick and 
Harry who can crack a joke, either. 
The point is to hold your ideal 
partner to the same standards as 
you hold yourself to. The more 
you know what you want, the 
more likely you will be able to find 
the love of your life. 

BE HONEST WITH  
WHO YOU ARE
If you show up on date night 
pretending to be someone you’re 
not (claiming to like a certain 
sport or having gone to places 
you haven’t been), your date 
will see right through you. If 
you are a goofball and you love 
sappy Korean dramas, then be a 
goofball and express your love for 
sappy Korean dramas. When you 
focus on who you are and your 
priorities, people will naturally be 
drawn to you, your honesty and 
positive energy. 

THE RIGHT/WRONG ATTENTION
We all want attention one way or 
another to feel cared for, but make 
sure you are receiving the right 
signals from your date! The right 
kind of attention is the kind that 
leaves you feeling respected and 
good about yourself. The wrong 
kind of attention, on the other 
hand, is when he or she texts you 
out of the blue, for example, after 
ignoring you for a few weeks 
straight after your first date. If you 
ever feel like you have to grab the 

other party’s attention all of the 
time, it may be time to call it quits.

PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE
Some relationships are like stews, 
because they take time to simmer 
over a hot stove. Going on a date 
is very much like that. Sometimes, 
it is difficult to nail down what a 
person is like after just a handful of 
dates. If there is something positive 
to hold on to after the first date, 
give him or her a second or third 
try. Be patient with the results and 
see how the flavours deepen along 
the way. 

KNOW WHEN TO MOVE ON
But if after some time, you still 
can’t seem to get the flavours 
right for the stew, don’t be afraid 
to move on to someone else. No, 
it is not about giving up. It’s about 
working on the relationships that 
work and moving away from 
those that do not. The more time 
you try to make things work 
when they aren’t, the less likely 
you are going to be open to new 
opportunities. 

HAVE FUN
Sometimes, the most obvious 
thing to do is also the one that 
people tend to forget. Remember 
that the most important thing 
about Valentine’s Day, really, is 
to go out and have fun with one 
another! Relax—this isn’t supposed 
to be an assignment—it’s a date! 

ROsEs
Red roses are associated 
with passion and white 
roses with purity. Given 
together, red and white 
roses signify unity. Avoid 
yellow roses, though, 
because those usually 
refer to mere friendships. 

POWER

TuLips
Tulips, especially the 
red and yellow variety, 
are close cousins 
to roses in terms of 
symbolism. They both 
refer to a sense of love 
and loyalty. 

LiLiEs
Day lilies refer to 

enthusiasm while 
Casablanca lilies refer 

to an event worthy 
of celebration. If you 

want to steer clear of 
roses, lilies are the 

way to go! 

sunFLOWERs
This is the floral equivalent 

of saying “You are a joy 
to my life!”, a surefire 

compliment for any 
Valentine. 

STIRlING 
Bring your date to an out-of-the-
way hideaway! Stirling, located 
at Bukit Timah Village, offers a 
fine selection of Western cuisine 
to fully satisfy your palate. 
This includes the evergreen 
all-day breakfasts to sumptuous 
canapes and tapas.

 15 Cheong Chin Nam Road

THE NAKEd FINN
The Naked Finn is getting an 
overhaul at Gillman Barracks 
by expanding its current space. 
Expect the same level of taste 
and service when the doors 
open in the first quarter of 
2015. Great food and great 
art—what’s not to love?

 41 Malan Road,  
Gillman Barracks
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OUT & ABOUT

You’ve got the valentine’s 
DaY carD, flowers anD 
chocolates reaDY—but 
how about something 
with a personal touch for 
Your Date? here are some 
suggestions. 

a little
something 
special

Where did Valentine’s Day come 
from? 

some people believe that 
greeting card companies created 
valentine’s Day because more 
lovers buying greeting cards 
equates to more sales. while that 
is pure speculation, the origin of 
valentine’s Day dates back to the 
14th century, when knights would 
give roses to their maidens as gifts 
and celebrate their beauty in songs. 

but in this day and age, some 
may think that roses are little old-
fashioned, while others may feel 
that breaking out into song in the 
middle of a romantic dinner in a 
restaurant only happens in movies.

these days, along with a dinner 
date, we usually bring along a 
gift or two to surprise that special 
someone and show appreciation. 
that’s because everybody likes 
presents, and gift giving is a 
longstanding tradition with special 
occasions such as valentine’s Day.  

if you find yourself scrambling 
to get him or her something with 
a nice, personal touch just the 
night or hours before you meet 
on valentine’s Day, don’t fret! here 
are a few gift ideas based on your 
date’s personality types.

PersOnAliTy

For the music lover

GifT iDeAs

1. Concert tickets
2. A book about their favourite 

bands or artists
3. A premium membership to a 

paid music streaming service
4. Subscription to a music 

magazine

For the sports Fanatic 1. Team clothing, gear and/or 
accessories

2. A signed piece of memorabilia 
3. The latest sports-themed video 

game
4. Professional training for a sport 

that they are crazy over 

For the Foodie 1. Subscription to a cooking 
magazine

2. High-end restaurant 
vouchers/reservation

3. Fancy wine and cheese
4. Cooking classes

For the Fashionista 1. Gift card or membership card 
to their favourite clothing store, 
vintage store or website

2. A clothing item they’ve had 
their eyes on

3. Subscription to a fashion 
magazine

4. Something by his or her 
favourite designer or brand

For the book lover 1. A first or rare edition of a 
favourite book

2. A gift card for an online 
bookstore

3. A T-shirt with a literary-
related print such as a quote

4. An e-reader

For the movie geek 1. Criterion DVD collection of 
his or her favourite movies

2. Special limited-edition 
posters

3. Movie-related memorabilia
4. Gold Class movie tickets

08 JANUARY-MARCH  20 15
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THE SCIENCE

BY VICTORIA YANG

THIS ValenTIne’S Day, DUeT DIgS 
InTo THe fIelDS of neUroScIence, 
pSycHology anD maTHemaTIcS To 

beTTer UnDerSTanD wHy we’re So InTo 
THIS crazy lITTle THIng calleD loVe.

FEATURE

OF
THE SCIENCE

LOVELOVEOF
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The heart dominates our conversations 
about love.
When we get dumped, we say we’re "heartbroken" 
or "heartsick". When someone comes into the office 
with the blues and it’s not even a Monday, we chalk 
it up to "issues of the heart". Pop idols who look like 
descendants of Adonis and have the most ardent of 
fans are referred to as "heartthrobs". And, of course, 
the symbol of love is the heart.

Yet that weird physical feeling emanating from 
the left side of your chest when your loved one 
does something particularly sweet for you has really 

more to do with biological processes in the brain.
To reduce this momentous emotion to biochemical activity seems 

so unpoetic. Saying you have a headache from a breakup, for instance, 
just doesn’t quite convey the same level of anguish. But the developing 
scientific research on love holds many new lessons for us. So press 
‘pause’ on that weepy Damien Rice song playing on your iPod and put 
down that book of Pablo Neruda sonnets, and turn to the language of 
science, which can explain far more precisely why you feel the way you 
do when struck by Cupid´s arrow.

IT’s ChemIsTry, AfTer All
You’ve seen them—new couples giggling at their own inside jokes, 
insisting that the other take the last bit of ice cream, tagging along 

feATUre

"turn to the language of 
science, which can explain 
far more precisely why you 
feel the way you do when 
struck by cupid´s arrow."
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Plan an exciting  
first date
A more thrilling activity 
might increase the chance 
of a second and third date. A 
1974 study by University of 
British Columbia psychologists 
showed that men who had 
crossed a wobbly, 450ft-long 
suspension bridge 230 feet 
above a river were more 
likely to chat with a physically 
attractive female researcher 
waiting at the end of the 
bridge compared to those 
who had walked steadily over 
a solid heavy cedar bridge 
located just 10 feet above 
the water. The researchers 
hypothesised that the men 
misunderstood their anxiety-
induced psychological state, 
such as elevated heart rate 
and sweaty palms, as feelings 
of attraction and desire. It 
might be a little dishonest and 
misguided to insist that your 
first date go on the Xtreme 
G-force Loop-a-Loop roller 
coaster with you, but even 
a refreshing activity such as 
paintball might spark a little 
something.

continue to do novel 
activities even when 
you’re in a long-term 
relationshiP
Feelings of intense adoration 
and longing that characterise 
early courtship often give way 
to a quiet but loving bond in 
a long-term relationship. But 
that also has its pitfalls when 
partners find themselves 
feeling nostalgic for that initial 
whirlwind of romantic feelings. 
Doing new and adventurous 
activities together from time 
to time can help sustain 
the passion for a healthy 
relationship as they drive up 
dopamine levels, triggering 
once again that rush of first 
love and passion.

1 . 

2. 

wherever the other goes as if 
attached at the hip. Your newly 
attached friend might seem a 
little barmy these days, but it’s 
completely understandable 
through the lens of science: when 
people fall in love, various parts 
of the brain release chemicals 
that produce these feelings of 
happiness and excitement and 
induce such behaviour.

One of the most well-known 
researchers studying these 
processes is Dr Helen Fisher, 
a biological anthropologist at 
Rutgers University, located in 
New Jersey, USA. In a now-
famous experiment published in 
journals in 2005, Dr Fisher and 
her colleagues placed 17 people 
who were in the first throes 
of romantic love into an MRI 
scanner. The researchers found 
that activity occurred in specific 
areas of the brain when the 
participants were gazing upon a 
photograph of their beloved.

These areas are rich in a 
chemical called dopamine, 
which is associated with not only 
feelings of pleasure, but also of 
desire, craving and excess energy. 
Dopamine is also hardwired in 
the reward circuitry of the brain, 
boosting motivation and goal-
oriented behaviour. Thus, with 

dopamine, there’s nothing 
you wouldn’t do with or for 
your partner—tire yourself out 
folding a thousand origami 
cranes, climb a mountain, or 
even “pluck a star from the sky” 
as love song lyrics often go.

That may sound obsessive, 
but there’s more neuro-
scientific reasoning to it. Intense 
romantic love is associated 
with a decrease in serotonin—a 
chemical linked to anxiety. This 
explains why lovers can’t stop 
thinking about each other and 
have separation anxiety when 
they find themselves without 
their partners. 

Dopamine and serotonin 
aren’t the only ingredients 
in this neural love potion. 
Adrenaline and norepinephrine 
also get your heart racing 
and palms sweating, which is 
why you react the way you 
do when you bump into your 
crush at the bus stop. But when 
that crush ends up becoming 
your committed partner, other 
chemicals such as oxytocin step 
in. Widely known as the love 
hormone, oxytocin is plentiful 
in long-term couples rather 
than in singles, and is believed 
to have a role in sustaining 
these attachments.

TIPS FOR YOUR

SCIENCE

LOVE LIFE
ACCORDING To
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So you’ve tried several dating sites and no one special has popped up. 
Sometimes, you just have to come up with your own rules and act on your own 
initiative. In fact, you can even create your own algorithm and beat the system. 

FEATURE

ThE Psychology oF lovE
But the language of love isn’t 
limited to romantic love.

Feelings of companionship 
with your best buddy, the 
close relations you share with 
your parents, that moment of 
connection you have with a 
stranger at a party—these are 
examples of interactions that have 
to do with love, too, according 
to Professor Barbara Fredrickson, 
Kenan Distinguished Professor at 
the University of North Carolina, 
located in Chapel Hill, USA. A 
leading scholar in the field of 
social and positive psychology, 
Prof Frederickson studies the 
impact of positive emotions at the 
university's Positive Emotions and 
Psychophysiology Laboratory, of 
which she is also Director.

In Prof Fredrickson’s 
psychological concept of love, 
love is more about these micro-
moments of connection, which 
come with a rush of positive 
emotions that you share with 
people during these encounters. 
However tiny these interactions 
may be, these instances of love 
are important to our health 

JANUARY-MARCH  20 1512

"A 70% 
compAtibility 
rAte is AppArently 
whAt it tAkes 
for potentiAl 
spArks to fly, 
According 
to Accredited 
dAting site 
esynchrony."

That’s what 35-year-old Chris McKinlay 
did on a New York-based dating site, 
something that Wired picked up and 
touted a stroke of genius in Jan 2014. 

The dating site, founded by Harvard 
math students in 2004, calculates user 
compatibility based on an average of 350 
answers to thousands of essential survey 
questions on topics such as politics and 
religion. 

Using his background in applied 
mathematics, McKinlay first used 
computer bots to farm information on 
which questions mattered most so he 
could be more visible and matched to a 
larger number of women. Following that, 
he modified and applied an algorithm 
first used in 1998 to analyse diseased 

MAKE YOUR OWN ALGORITHM
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Verrückt, kansas city
Verrückt, German for ‘insane,’ is a 
water slide that will really take the 
two of you on a mental ride. At about 
52m, it’s taller than the Niagara Falls 
and the Statue of Liberty. What’s 
great about this ride is that it can’t 
be done alone—there’s a weight 
requirement, which means couples 
get to scream on the steep glide 
down together.

MckaMey Manor, san Diego
What better way to spend your 
anniversary than in the infamous 
McKamey Manor, touted the 
world’s scariest haunted 
house? All guests have 
to sign a waiver and do a 
health check-up before they 
are allowed in. The two-hour 
horror experience includes 
being locked in a tiny cage, 
dunked in questionable 
substances, shouted at, and 
much more! If you think it’s 
a bad idea, there are 24,000 
others on the waiting list 
who think otherwise.

sky tower, 
DenMark
The Sky Tower is a 
free-fall ride with no 
brakes and no safety 
belts. Say, what? 
Picture a typical 
tower of terror. Now 
picture a lift taking 
you 12 storeys (39m) 
up to a platform. Then 
picture yourself being 
thrown off the platform 
down to where your 
loved one awaits to catch 
you. Just kidding—a huge 
net is set up to cushion 
the fall of your life.

Now that you know that shared 
fight-or-flight experiences can keep 
the flames of love very much alive, 
check out these places and the 
extreme activities they are known 
for. Be warned—they’re not for the 
faint-hearted. 

DATING 
ACTIVITIES

EXTREME
and self-development. Positive 
emotions help to open us up, and 
we become more flexible, resilient,  
and even creative.

Your natural biochemistry 
agrees, too. During these 
encounters with others, oxytocin 
kicks in, enabling you to pick 
up social cues that suggest the 
goodwill of your conversational 
partner, and encourages you to 
trust and be more open with 
others. Additionally, oxytocin can 
reduce blood pressure and levels 
of the so-called stress hormone, 
cortisol.

So love can indeed happen 
anywhere and with anyone. It 
doesn’t just belong to one person, 
but is present in social connections 
and bonds, preferably made in real 
time and space. Merely getting 
out and socialising more can lead 
to a higher likelihood of these 
encounters, to the point of falling in 
romantic love. Agreeing with this, 
Prof Fredrickson offers some advice 
for the loveless this Valentine’s Day: 
“Opportunities for micro-moments 
of positive connection abound in 
daily life, which, in effect, lowers 
the bar for experiencing love and 
its health benefits. No one therefore 
needs to feel that his or her life is 
loveless, even if not romantically 
paired on Valentine’s Day.”

Algorithms of AttrAction
These scientific explanations 
certainly expand how we 
understand love, but putting our 
knowledge to practise is a different 
ball game. Indeed, some have taken 
pointers from both science (and, 
sometimes, pseudo-science) and 
personal experiences to come up 
with their own theories about the 
science of attraction.

Today, there are even equations 
for compatibility, as seen in the 
search-and-match algorithms 
that dating agencies and online 
dating sites claim to use. A 70% 
compatibility rate is apparently 
what it takes for potential sparks to 
fly, according to accredited dating 
site eSynchrony. This percentage 
is based on how people match 
up in the site’s unique algorithm, 
which considers 15 areas of 
compatibility, ranging from the 

soybean crops to the data he collected 
to categorise the women, such as the 
artsy types, or professionals who held 
creative jobs.

The then-PhD student subsequently 
let the computer bots figure out how 
much importance each survey question 
was according to the type of women he 
thought he wanted to date. From there, 
he wrote his own bio, answered those 
questions honestly and got serious in 
looking for a genuine relationship. The 
number of visitors to his profile surged, 
and messages began flooding in. 

After fine-tuning his own system,  
he met his future wife, Christine Tien 
Wang, on his 88th date—they were a 
91% match.
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FEATURE

common ‘Values and Beliefs’ and 
‘Interests and Passions’ to rather 
open-ended categories such as 
‘Life Experiences’ and ‘Worldliness.’ 
Users provide this data by taking 
an extensive personality test, after 
which the site’s system provides 
the user with potential dates to 
choose from.

This sort of math might seem 
quite limiting, but ‘limit’ isn’t quite 
the right word. These algorithms 
take incompatible candidates off 
the table in a decidedly unpoetic 
way if they decide that these 
people don’t possess that 70% 
(or whatever magic number is 
deemed critical) compatibility 
rate. But the programmes also 

add potentially better ones, 
selectively expanding your dating 
pool in a process that’s specific 
to everyone. Dating can thus 
be seen as a numbers game—a 
perspective that Ms Violet Lim, 
Chief Relationship Officer of 
eSynchrony, posits.

According to her, an average 
person will probably be attracted 
to only five out of the 10 people 
he or she meets. One might go 
on a first date with three or four 
people from those five suitors-
in-waiting. A second date might 
ensue with two or three suitors. 
The hope is that one of them may 
be part of one’s long-term future. 
“The problem is, many people do 

not meet 10 new friends of the 
opposite gender in a month,” 
says Ms Lim. “Some do not even 
meet 10 new friends in a year!” 

LovE is oUT ThERE
Nevertheless, these 
computational solutions to love 
might seem too deliberate for 
something we’ve come to see 
as serendipitous, an unexpected 
arrow from a conniving Cupid. 
After all, people of the past 
fell in love without the aid 
of computers and tips from 
scientific articles. Even dating 
sites such as eSynchrony see 
this, and consultants from the 
site arrange physical meet-
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Violet lim,  
Chief Relationship offiCeR 
esynChRony

Humans aren’t the only romantic 
creatures around. Here are some 
animals whose courtship rituals are 
just as dedicated, if not more:

IN OTHER FORMS
LOVE

ups once users mutually express 
interest in the candidates suggested 
by the site.

 “We do not only match 
according to compatibility, but 
we also take into consideration 
whether the two parties would 
be attracted to each other when 
they meet each other offline,” 
assures Ms Lim. “There is no point 
if two people who are extremely 
compatible meet, but find that they 
are totally not attracted to each 
other. We have often highlighted 
to our singles that, as much as we 
can match compatibility, we cannot 
match chemistry. We can only 
know for sure when the two meet 
in person. What we are doing here 

is to help our singles to make better 
decisions,” maintains Ms Lim.

While there may be some 
element of affinity or luck in the 
search for love, scientific and 
psychological research show that 
we can take concrete steps to 
increase our chances of finding 
love—be it in the form of romantic 
love or memorable moments of 
soulful connection. The knowledge 
of this science of love can even 
help to facilitate an arduous journey 
of emotional risks and returns. 
Even if we don’t have a PhD in 
mathematical statistics, the least we 
can do is to increase our visibility, 
put ourselves out there, and open 
our hearts to the possibilities.

"THE pROblEM 
IS, MaNy pEOplE 
dO NOT MEET 10 
NEw FRIENdS OF 
THE OppOSITE 
gENdER IN a 

MONTH. SOME 
dO NOT EvEN 
MEET 10 NEw 
FRIENdS IN a 

yEaR!" 

angleRfish
Talk about a clingy boyfriend! 
When the significantly smaller 
male anglerfish finds a suitable 
female, he bites and latches on 
to her belly, allowing himself to 
be fused to her. Over time, this 
becomes permanent! Now that’s a 
long-term bond that’s hard to beat.

BoweRBiRd
Attracted to creative types? Here’s 
an architect you could consider. 
Male bowerbirds take painstaking 
effort to build and embellish their 
nests in order to attract female 
visitors. We’re not talking about 
mere twigs or balls of mud, but an 
entire thatched nest that ends up 
arching over a cosy little enclave 
decorated with sparkling trinkets. 
This avian treasure hunter looks 
out for ornamental garden stones, 
pretty flowers, shiny coins and 
even unfortunate beetles whose 
carapace happens to shimmer or 
is colourful. You’ll never have to 
stress over home décor again.

hooded seals
You’ll never see a lack of balloons 
on the street on Valentine’s Day, 
so we’re throwing this one in for 
the one-of-kind scarlet balloon 
male hooded seals offer to their 
potential partners. Although it’s 
really his nostril being inflated 
to exaggerated proportions, the 
ritual serves to demonstrate his 
impressive size and strength to 
females. Blowing up their nasal 
membrane as easily as we blow 
bubble gum also scares off other 
male competitors without having 
to resort to a physical duel.
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Sometimes, all it takes is a click of 
the mouse for love to blossom.

In Jun 2012, that was exactly 
what Kheng How did to find The 
One. Through the SDN Personals 
at www.sdn.sg, he stumbled upon 
a photograph of Shiau Ying and 
began to exchange e-mails with 
her. “I didn’t want to give him my 
mobile number so easily,” Shiau 
Ying adds coyly. She didn’t withhold 
it for very long, though.

After exchanging e-mails 
for a week, they were eager to 
meet face-to-face and set an 
appointment for dinner at Sushi 
Tei in Tampines One. Despite 
meeting for the first time, the two 
of them hit it off and were instantly 
comfortable in each other’s 
company. “We had so much to talk 
about that we didn’t even realise 
Sushi Tei was closing. The waiter 

FEATURE

BY SARAh LiU

 CALLING  
     CommItted CoUPLeS!
If you found your soulmate through 
SDN or our accredited dating 
agencies, e-mail us at msf_sdn@msf.
gov.sg (Subject: SDN Success Story). If 
you and your partner are featured in 
DUET and on SDN's online platforms, 
the two of you will receive shopping 
vouchers worth $150 plus a set of 
limited-edition SDN bears.

Know any friends who have gotten 
married through us? E-mail their 
details to us too! We’ll give you a 
token of appreciation if your friend’s 
story is featured.
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had to chase us out!” Shiau Ying 
recalls. In the days that followed, 
good vibes and chemistry quickly 
translated into an intense romance.

ToiL & TRoUBLE
Amid their endless 
conversations, Shiau Ying 
discovered that there were 
many qualities in Kheng How 
that she appreciated. “He’s 
the sweetest guy I’ve ever 
seen. He cooks for me and 
satisfies my food cravings. 

His hugs are genuine and 
tight—I sometimes feel out of 

breath! I like that he can be very 
cheeky, which really brightens up 

my life,” Shiau Ying beams at the 
thought of her beau.

Two weeks into their courtship, 
however, the couple had to be 
separated. 

As an executive producer for 
a sports channel, Kheng How 
frequently travels overseas to cover 
major sporting events. In Jul 2012, 
the occasion was the three-week-
long London Olympics.

REAdiLY AccEpTing
Shiau Ying recalls how sad she was 
when Kheng How departed, but 
quickly put her feelings aside to talk 
it through and understand things 
from his perspective.

“It can be demoralising to 
work continuously for at least 12 
hours in a foreign land,” Kheng 
How explains. “Despite the time 
difference, she sent me photos 
of herself every day and woke up 
early to have a chat over Tango [an 
instant messenger service], which 
were the highlights of my trip!”

Aside from chatting, Kheng How 
thought it would be a romantic 

gesture to send Shiau Ying snail 
mail to make up for his absence. 
“He wrote love letters to thank 
and appreciate me for being 
understanding. He really wanted 
us to have a happily-ever-after 
relationship,” Shiau Ying smilingly 
notes.

no SURpRiSE
After attending marital classes and 
workshops together, Kheng How 
finally proposed to Shiau Ying at 
a friend’s wedding at the Botanic 
Gardens. He knew in his heart that 
Shiau Ying and he both shared a 
common desire to start a family; 
they also had each other’s best 
interests at heart.

On hindsight, the proposal was 
no surprise to Shiau Ying. “I saw it 
coming. You can call it a woman’s 
sixth sense [laughs]!” It’s been two 
years since they tied the knot in 
Nov 2012 and are now expecting a 
baby in May this year.  

LoVE
ReAdY FoR
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DUET  Talks To 23-yEar-olD JEan Toh—who 
rEcEnTly won a brEakThroUgh rolE on hbo 
asia’s gracE—aboUT lovE anD rElaTionships.

by SARAH LIU

PERSONALITy

TOHJEAN
HbO’S GRACE

JanUary-March  20 15 17

TOHJEAN
When and how did you get into acting?
Six years ago, when I was studying in LaSalle 
College of the Arts, I was only beginning to explore 
acting. When my instructor told me to prepare a 
monologue, I asked, “What is a monologue?” to 
his surprise. The rest, of course, is history. I have 
remained in acting because it accommodates my 
interest in music and dance.

Congrats on landing the part of Lisa in HbO Asia’s 
Grace. What was the most difficult thing about 
that role?
I have never given birth, so Lisa’s childbirth scene 
was the toughest for me. After I spoke to many 
mothers for research, I realised that they tend to 
have an amazing store of mental strength. Despite 
the physical vulnerability and the need for care 
and attention after childbirth, they admirably 
maintain a façade of strength and positivity. With 
that in mind, I imagined unleashing the pain from 
a mother’s mental and physical struggle when 
playing the scene.

Has playing that role changed the way you 
think about the dynamics in a relationship or 
marriage?
Lisa became more stubborn and explosive after 
giving birth. From being intimate and loving, Lisa 
and her husband were suddenly forced to go 
through the pain of not being able to understand 
each other. In real relationships, while couples may 
each have their individual opinions, it’s important 
to come to a consensus. We all need to listen more 
rather than being quick to create conflict.

What advice would you give to singles looking 
for love?
Someone once told me that love is a choice. In a 
relationship, you have to know why you choose 
to love the person and why you want to commit 
to him or her. I am inspired by long-lasting 
relationships between old couples who still try 
to bring out the best in each other. My advice to 
singles out there is this: Go! Take action! Love 
fiercely and live passionately!
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REVAMP

By SARAH LIU

Despite the saying “Don’t 
juDge a book by its cover,” 

all of us can’t help but 
Do it. how can we avoiD 

violating the canons of 
aesthetic criticism anD 

make our first impression 
with someone count?
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Art direction cHERLIn cHAn 
Styling, Makeup/Hair, 

Photography A PIXELS 
PHotogRAPHy PtE Ltd

fiRst
impressions 

count
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For some people, dressing up 
for a first date is an unexciting 
routine; after all, you’ve been 
there and done that. As a 
result, you no longer make the 
conscious decision to pick a 
nice shirt or dress—anything will 
suffice as long as it’s clean and 
not too wrinkled or yellowed. But 
do these seemingly mundane 
activities really matter? 

As it turns out, putting in the 
extra effort to look even slightly 
better than usual could go a 
long way in making a lasting 
connection with your love interest. 
It could even determine if you’ll 
have subsequent dates. 

You only get one chance  
So let’s start with the obvious. 
How you look should matter to 
you because you’ll never get a 
second chance to make a first 
impression. In fact, studies in 
psychology reveal that it only 
takes us a fraction of a second 
to form an impression of people 
we’ve just met. What’s more, this 
first impression is so powerful 
that it often takes precedence 

HAnds And Arms
Do: Give a firm handshake; relax your shoulders and arms  
Don’t: Get touchy; fold your arms 

EYEs
Do: Maintain eye contact (pay attention!)
Don’t: Look down and away; or worse, look at your 
mobile phone

FAciAl ExprEssion
Do: Smile and laugh (have fun)!
Don’t: Frown, scowl or snort

RUle of THRee Now that we’ve covered the importance of dressing on your first date, 
what’s next is the Rule of Three body language cues in the art of making 
a good impression. Here’s what to do and what not to do with your… 

over what we actually know 
about the person—gut feeling 
over fact. So don’t just count on 
your online profile or the strong 
recommendation of a friend to 
help tide you through that first 
date—it’s not going to matter if 
you look unattractive.

it’s nice to surprise  
One of the first things that a 
person notices about you is the 
way you dress, be it online or in 
person. Given the widespread use 
of social media, chances are that 
your date has already checked 
you out online, and it’s now too 
late to remove all traces of your 
embarrassing past. But don’t fret! 
One thing for sure is that everyone 
loves a nice surprise, especially 
if they agreed to a date despite 
having seen a picture of a pimply 
you with braces. To redeem 
yourself, always make the effort to 
turn out better looking in person 
than you do in photos. In doing 
so, you’ll make your date feel good 
and show that you actually care to 
be there.

Face value
Let’s get this straight: it’s okay if 
you insist on sporting the look 
of a new-age hobo whose outfit 
consists of rag-like garments 
featuring a patchwork or two. 

But even today’s hobos make 
the effort to appear groomed—
facially, at least. Looking fresh and 
hygienic could go down better 
with your date than a three-
piece business suit. For the guys, 
this means doing away with the 
disheveled hair or ‘movember’ 
laziness and going for a hair cut 
and shave. For the ladies, even if 
you absolutely abhor dolling up, 
putting on a little nude (skin-
coloured) makeup and primer  
can make that much of a 
difference in making that first 
impression count!

Embrace who you are now
Finally, dress to represent who you 
are now and what fits you best 
now. This shows your confidence 
and certainty about yourself. 
Focus on apparel that best 
represents you and flatters your 
body shape. This means throwing 
out that shapeless dress that is ‘oh-
so-comfortable’. Consider dressing 
as a way of branding yourself. No, 
it’s not about the label or trend 
that you’re wearing, but rather 
that your clothes fit well and are in 
good condition (no brown spots 
or moth-eaten holes, please). Only 
when you start learning to know 
and respect yourself will others 
begin to want to know and  
respect you.
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HENRY WONG, 35, IT CONSULTANT

Hair
The slight comb-back to the side 
works to give Henry’s floppy and 

flat hair more volume, texture and 
character. This in-vogue style is 
more reserved and professional 

than the full slicked-back coif that 
can appear over-the-top, like a 

K-Pop star.

Apparel 
For a refreshing new look, we styled 
Henry in a preppy and layered outfit 

that reversed time. As opposed to 
regular, shapeless and straight-cut 

pants, the khaki chinos on Henry 
were tapered to reveal a pair of 

smart, laced-up oxfords. 

Accessories 
For a minimalist yet sophisticated 

finish, Henry flaunts a simple analog 
watch with a silver strap. We did this 
to keep him looking casually cool. If 
you want to add a studious edge to 

this preppy look, we suggest putting 
on a pair of black or tortoiseshell-

framed spectacles! Be careful 
with those, though. Scour multiple 
shops to find a pair that best suits 

your face shape.

HENRY SAYS

casual preppy look

THE pHoTo SHooT wAS 
wAS gREAT fuN! THE 

ouTfiTS ARE NoT wHAT 
i’ll uSuAllY wEAR givEN 

SiNgApoRE’S wEATHER, 
buT i THiNk THEY fiT mE 

wEll ANd ARE pERfEcT 
foR wEARiNg iNdooRS if 
THE AiR-coNdiTioNiNg iS 

powERful!
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SUZANNE KUO, 25, FINANCIAL ANALYST

Hair
Long and casually side-swept hair 
adds volume and dimension to 
your facial features. Bonus points 
if you can curl your hair before 
tossing it to the side like we did for 
Suzanne, whose sassy and glossy 
mane is coloured with a soft  
brown tint that is reflected nicely  
in the light. 

Apparel 
The electric, lime green romper 
we chose for Suzanne was a bold 
choice, but it nips at the waist, 
flattering her curves. If your romper 
is loose around the tummy, you 
might want to fasten a belt to 
create an hourglass effect. 

Then throw on a slightly 
cropped leather jacket like we did 
for Suzanne to add some oomph. 
Lastly, a timeless pair of nude 
stilettos completes the look.

Accessories 
Statement necklaces such as the 
one on Suzanne adds more detail 
and directs attention away from 
an otherwise plain, pattern-less 
green romper. This rectangular, 
bejewelled clutch with fine metallic 
detail adds a cool factor.

suzanne SAYS

CHIC & CHOOL

JANUARY-MARCH  20 15 21

tHe oUtfitS tHAt i 
woRe weRe flAtteRiNg 
ANd StYliSH, ANd tHe 
MAle ANd feMAle AttiReS 
weRe veRY CoMpAtible. 
Now i’M goiNg to HAve 
to go oN A SHoppiNg 
SpRee to bUY wHAt 
tHeY dReSSed Me iN! 
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The FaulT in Our
StarS

BY Joel tan

Reel to Real

This powerful film abouT Two cancer-
sTricken Teenagers Teaches us a lesson on 
love, life and The accepTance of deaTh.

Hazel Grace lancaster is an 
american teenager who’s 
sarcastic, skeptical and 
depressed. She also has 
thyroid cancer.

she attends a support 
group for teenaged cancer 
patients and one day meets 
the confident augustus waters 
(gus), who once suffered 
from bone cancer. They find a 
connection and soon become 
good friends. as their friendship 
grows, hazel recommends a 
novel she’s obsessed with titled 
an imperial affliction. gus 
doesn’t like the book, which is 
about a cancer-stricken girl. he 
feels the ending too abrupt and 
unsatisfying.

because hazel was obsessed 
with the novel’s ending, gus 
engineers an elaborate trip to 
amsterdam for both him and 
hazel to look for the author, 
peter van houten. although 
they’re unsuccessful in learning 
more about the book, gus takes 
the opportunity to confess his 
love for hazel. it’s also where 
he drops a major bomb: his 
cancer has struck back! on their 
return to the us, his condition 
deteriorates rapidly.

still, gus finds the energy to 
organise a pre-funeral, during 
which hazel declares her love 
for him and announces that 
their short time together has 

2. everything counts, no matter 
how short-lived.
even though they only spent a 
few months together, their love 
and romance are not diminished. 
in her eulogy to gus, hazel 
talks about “larger and smaller 
infinities.” all relationships—long, 
short, good or bad—are part of 
the larger relationship we have 
with ourselves, and help us 
develop. This is the biggest  
lesson of the film: nothing is for 
nothing! every little relationship—
even a simple date, even if it 
doesn’t turn out well—is worth 
a little something: you’ll learn 
more about yourself and grow as 
a person.

3.   You have to go all the way 
for the ones you love.
gus and hazel may be a  
young teenaged couple,  
but their story has all the 
markings of a wiser, much 
older relationship. seeing how 
important the ending of the book 
was for hazel, gus went all the 
way to help her find out what 
it meant. knowing what your 
loved ones need the most and 
helping them get it is a powerful 
way to express love. we may not 
all be able to pull together a trip 
to amsterdam, but even little 
things—such as a well-timed 
word of encouragement on a  
bad day—means a lot.

nonetheless meant the world to 
her. at his actual funeral, hazel 
receives a posthumous note from 
gus, sending his love and his 
acceptance of death.

WHY We love it
it may be tragic, but this movie 
also combines a great deal of 
wit, intelligence and humour, 
which help us see suffering in a 
different light: even our darkest 
chapters offer lessons to make 
us better, stronger people. The 
tragic, short-lived romance is also 
full of the sweetness of an intense 
teenage love story. but it avoids 
sappiness because of the difficult, 
adult struggles hazel and gus go 
through. The movie is almost like 
a smarter, more mature romeo + 
Juliet for our times.

Some poSitive takeaWaYS
1. Never go into anything with 
pre-conceptions!
hazel was initially skeptical of her 
cancer support group, which she 
found cheesy and pointless. but, 
like in real life, you never know 
who you’ll meet. in this case, it 
was the love of her life. Their sad, 
beautiful romance began when 
she accepts his out-of-the-blue 
invitation to catch a movie that 
same day. This just goes to show 
that you should always keep your 
options open—say “yes” to life, 
and it may say “yes” back!

22 JANUARY-MARCH  20 15
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OKAY?

WE ASK

What would you do for a loved 
one if you knew that your time 
was quickly running out?

“Sounds strange, but I would go out 
and buy her a turtle because turtles 
have long lives and are thus symbols 
of everlasting love. I hope it will 
remind her of me once I am gone. In 
the meantime, I’ll make turtle-shaped 
pancakes for her and we’ll go for a 
picnic at Kusu Island. It’s so close to 
home, but I’ve never been there. I 
love you, Amy.”
— BarnaBas ‘BB’ Boey, 26

“HE Would HAvE 
loSt tHE bEt WitH 
mE And Would HAvE 
HAd to go for 
A full-body iPl 
[intEnSE PulSEd 
ligHt, normAlly 
uSEd by bEAuty 
SAlonS for HAir 
rEmovAl]. dEAtH iS 
no lAugHing mAttEr 
And it cErtAinly 
iSn’t SomEtHing 
tHAt WE ougHt to 
mAKE A bEt on. but 
SincE WE’ll All HAvE 
to fAcE it, WHy not 
HAvE fun?”
— Tan shen Qi, 27   

“I want to skydive and overcome 
my fear of heights. But who’s going 
to be the one to encourage me? 
Instead of asking what would I do 
for her, it’s more like what would 
I do with her, given the amount of 
time left!”
— Will C, 30 

YOU

JAnuAry-mArcH  20 15 23

OKAY.
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RELATE

I have been single for the past three years.
Sure, I’ve met a couple of interesting women 

along the way, but romantic vibes were lacking 
for the most part. So I’ve been telling myself to get 
accustomed to being a singleton, although there are 
moments when loneliness creeps up on me. Like 
any forlorn bachelor, I know what it’s like to face 14 
Feb—Valentine’s Day—utterly alone.

Everywhere you turn, cafés, restaurants, clubs, 
cinemas and even the parks are teeming with 
couples on this day for lovers. It’s depressing; it 
gets under your skin. And it’s worse when you’re 
recovering from a relationship that fizzled out not 
too long ago.

The good news is that Valentine’s Day doesn’t 
have to be painful. Instead of holing yourself up in 
your room and reminiscing over your ex’s photo, 
there are constructive steps you can take.

A NEw PuRsuIT
Fancy riding a bike round the island? Always 
wanted to try your hand at rock climbing? Take this 

opportunity to take up a new hobby—you don’t even 
have to wait for V-Day to come around! It can be a 
simple pursuit such as assembling a new-fangled 
model kit, signing up for diving lessons, or partaking 
in the latest Les Mills programme to condition your 
body. Who knows? You might even meet someone 
along the way. Shake it up!

sPEEd IT uP
If waiting for that special someone hasn’t panned 
out, why not check out a speed dating event? Unlike 
solo dates, you get to meet different individuals 
from all walks of life in one sitting. You get to widen 
your social circle and, more importantly, you are not 
obliged to take the relationship further if you don’t 
want to. And unlike blind dates, you don’t have to 
worry about fake personas—what you see is what 
you get.

HomE, swEET HomE
Love takes many forms, and romantic love is just 
one aspect. Why not join a charity or pay a visit 

OnE DOESn’T hAVE TO bE 
ThE LOnELIEST nUMbEr ThIS 
VALEnTInE’S DAY

By ANdy sIm

SINGLE &
SANGUINESANGUINE
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to a nursing home to spend 
some quality time with the folks 
there. They’ll appreciate your 
company. To quote Mother Teresa, 
“Loneliness and the feeling of 
being unwanted is the most 
terrible poverty.” You can do 
something to change that.

Spread the Love
We probably spend more time with 
our colleagues than our family 
members, yet we don’t show that 
we appreciate them as often as 
we should. Instead of sulking on 
Valentine’s Day, why not show the 
people in the office a little love 
by giving them token gifts? It can 
be stationery, chocolates or even 
miniature toys—it doesn’t really 
matter as long as it makes them 
happy! Go forth and share the love.

Q: I went on a couple of dates with 
a lady; we’d hang out and have a 
great time. Lately, the more I tried to 
show that I love her, the colder she’d 
become. What could be the problem?

a: It’s not unusual for two people 
to get to know each other, only to 
discover they’re incompatible. Instead 
of telling you of her disinterest, she 
could be trying to pull away indirectly. 
When this girl became distant, she 
could be hinting she’s not interested 
in going beyond a friendship. It’s 
natural for you to feel the urgency to 
express liking her even more to ‘win 
her back,’ but I advise you to give her 
some space. She may have different 
expectations from you about the 
relationship. Try to see things from her 
perspective. I encourage you not to 
take these rejections to heart; rather, 
learn from them.

Facing relationship 
problems? Let us hear 
you out and offer 
practical advice.  

E-mail your questions to  
msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg  
(Subject: Ask Dr Love)

ASK

SHARe witH US!
Are you an aspiring writer? Do 
you have an experience you’d 
like to share?

E-mail us at msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg 
(Subject: Relate) for a chance to 
to be published!

Strength in numberS
Throw a mini house party for 
your single friends, organise a 
game of football in the cage, or 
round up the singleton crew for 
a short trip to Bali. Ultimately, 
Valentine’s Day can be a joyous, 
meaningful and fulfilling 
occasion for the single man 
as much as it is for those in a 
relationship. The choice is yours!

Q: No matter what I do, I can’t seem 
to forget my ex. We were in a long-
distance relationship, but broke up in 
2008 when he left me for someone 
else. Recently, I got really depressed 
when I found out that he had gotten 
married. I should move on, but it’s 
something rather difficult for me to 
accept. What should I do?

Q: I’m a 30-year-old man who has 
never dated before because I never had 
the courage to ask anyone out—even if 
they had expressed interest. Recently, 
I took up violin lessons and got to 
know a girl whom I can talk to easily. I 
mustered the courage to ask her out, 
but was disappointed that she had a 
prior engagement. Should I try again?

head to duetSg.Com for the 
anSwer to theSe QueStionS 
and more!

DR 
love
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FILL YOUR DAYS WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF EVENTS 
AND MEET LIKE-MINDED FRIENDS!

EVENTS
* Event details are correct at time of print. For a complete listing of events/activities organised by SDN’s partners, please log on to www.sdn.sg.
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Aug 10 (Sat)

January

CNY DELIGHTS!  
CUSTOMISED BAKING CLASS
Toa Payoh / Lavender MRT , 5pm–8pm
CD: 22 Jan, GS: 24–36
$59 (includes refreshments)
Learn to bake Kueh Lapis and another 
CNY goodie from a pastry chef!

2D1N MOUNT OPHIR &  
MALACCA DISCOVERY
TBA, 17 Jan 8:30am–18 Jan 10pm
CD: 14 Jan, GS: 20
$240
Want to do something different this 
weekend? Why not join go on a short trip to 
Mount Ophir and Malacca?

17–18 Jan (Sat–Sun)

25 Jan (Sun)

Aug 10 (Sat)

CROON A LOVE SONG
Clarke Quay, 2pm–6pm
CD: 23 Jan, GS: 18
$48 (M) / $58 (NM) (includes two drinks 
and light snacks)
Aside from icebreakers, blindfolded ladies 
will pick their partners by listening to the 
singing prowess of the guys! 

25 Jan (Sun)

It’s okay to spray on a little perfume or cologne, but 
go easy on it as some people have sensitive noses. 

TIP!

MAKE AN ICE CREAM,  
MAKE A FRIEND
Novena, 10:45am–1pm
CD: 29 Jan, GS: 24–36
$59 (includes workshop and ice cream 
buffet)
Try your hand at an ice cream making 
session with your new-found friends!

31 Jan (Sat)

LET’S GO FLY A KITE
Marina Barrage, 4pm–7:15pm
CD: 4 Jan, GS: 28
$18 (includes kite)
Let out your inner child on an evening of 
kite flying at the Marina Barrage and enjoy 
the beautiful sunset at the same time.

11 Jan (Sun)

CASUAL CAFé HANG-OUT @ TCC
51 Circular Road, 3:30pm–6pm
CD: 7 Jan, GS: 28
$30 (includes choice of drink/dessert)
Held in a trendy, art-themed café, this series of meetings allows groups of fun-loving 
people to bond over sweet treats and friendly banter. Our icebreaker and facilitated 
conversation rotation offer numerous opportunities to exchange contacts with new-
found friends.

10 Jan (Sat)

GS: GROUP SIZE       CD: CLOSING DATE       M: MEMBER       NM: NON-MEMBER     

Aug 10 (Sat)

SHERLOCK HOLMES IN ACTION
TBA, 3pm–5:30pm
CD: 18 Jan, GS: 24
$50
If you like solving mysteries, you’ll enjoy 
this adventure, which involves planning an 
escape route with your new-found friends.

24 Jan (Sat)

LOVE EXPRESS

January-MarCH  20 15 27

cOmPLEtEmE

ViVaOnE

OnE PLUS OnE

DatinG mOmEntS

chamPaGnE jSG

LOVE EXPRESS

WHY WALK WHEN YOU  
CAN SALSA?
Actfa School of Dance, 7:30pm–9:30pm
CD: 13 Jan, GS: 40
$120 (includes light refreshments and one 
drink)
Indulge in this four-week course and wow 
the crowd the next time you take to the 
dance floor. We’re talking about the salsa!

16 Jan (Fri)

SPEED DATING LUNCH @ NECTAR
Wangz Hotel, 12:30pm–3pm
CD: 14 Jan, GS: 24
$42 (includes three-course Western set 
lunch and free-flow soft drinks)
Meet new friends in this classy café in 
Wangz Hotel, a boutique establishment 
situated in the rustic Tiong Bahru district.

17 Jan (Sat) SinGLES minGLE

a DancE DatE

WEEKEND AT KUKUP 
WATERHOUSE & JB GO KART
Johore, Malaysia, 31 Jan (8am) – 1 Feb 

(7pm)

CD: 20 Jan, GS: 30

$106 (includes meals, transport and 
accommodation; excludes Go Kart tickets )
Besides a unique stay at the Kukup coastal 
village, leisure activities include karaoke 
and Go Kart sessions. 

31 Jan (Sat) OnE PLUS OnE
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February GS: GROUP SIZE       CD: CLOSING DATE       M: MEMBER       NM: NON-MEMBER     

EvENTS

COOKIE-MAKING  
FUN WORKSHOP
TBA, 2pm–5pm
CD: 25 Jan, GS: 24
$50
If you have a sweet tooth, why not 
learn to bake your own cookies in this 
workshop? Your friends and family will 
have new-found admiration for you when 
you present your creations to them.

Aug 10 (Sat)1 Feb (Sun)

GROUP DATING @ CRYSTAL CAFÉ
131 Kiliney Road, 7pm–9:30pm
CD: 2 Feb, GS: 40
$36
Feeling shy about meeting new people? Fret not. Join us for a buffet dinner in a relaxed 
atmosphere and make new friends in a cosy environment.

5 Feb (Thu)

DATING MOMENTS

JaNuary-MarCH  20 1528

URBAN DATING DINNER  
City Hall MRT, 7pm–9:30pm
CD: 4 Feb, GS: 24–36
$49 (includes western set dinner)
Connect with like-minded peers over 
hearty food in a restaurant well-known 
for its ambience and excellent service. 
Discreet facilitation and secret 
matching will offer great opportunities 
to get to know people in greater 
depths and exchange contacts with 
new-found friends!

CAPTURE THE MOMENT
TBA, 6pm–10pm
CD: 5 Feb, GS: 30–40
$45 (M) / $50 (NM) (includes drinks and 
light snacks)
Hit the streets with other photography 
enthusiasts to capture the bright lights 
of Singapore. Participants will move 
around in groups, so there will be plenty 
of interaction. This will be followed by a 
chill-out session discussing your beautiful 
shots over drinks!

6 Feb (Fri) 7 Feb (Sat)

LYRICAL JAZZ
Actfa School of Dance, 1:30pm–2:30pm
CD: 29 Jan, GS: 40
$60 (includes light refreshments and  
one drink)
Take up this four-week course in jazz 
dancing and you’ll appreciate the 
syncopated rhythms of this music 
form and mix with people with similar 
interests! 

Aug 10 (Sat)1 Feb (Sun)

COMPLETEME’S DATING FEST 
FINALE PARTY
The Central, Clarke Quay,  
7:15pm–10:45pm
CD: 4 Feb, GS: 40
$68 (includes dinner)
Besides a dinner thrown in, this party will 
have you playing games that allow you to 
interact with people and win cool prizes!

Aug 10 (Sat)5 Feb (Thu)

A DANcE DATE

cOMplETEME

SINGlES MINGlE

chAMpAGNE jSGlOvE ExprESS
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When meeting new people, remember to smile—it puts others at ease. tip!

JUSt MEEt Up FOR DiNNER
TBA, 7:15pm–9:30pm
CD: 6 Feb, GS: 24
$10 (facilitation only)
Enjoy a casual dinner session on 
a Friday evening and get to know 
new friends.

13 Feb (Fri)

CNY tREAtS! SLOW DAtiNG 
OVER tEOCHEW pORRiDGE 
BUFFEt DiNNER
Tanjong Pagar, 6pm–9pm
CD: 25 Feb, GS: 24–36
$39 (includes buffet dinner)
Enjoy a sumptuous Teochew porridge 
buffet at your own pace. Held at a new 
hotel downtown, mingle in comfort with 
like-minded new friends. You can also 
expect discreet facilitation and matching!

28 Feb (Sat)

LEiSURE EXpLORAtiON ON BiKE
Pasir Ris Park, 2:30om–5:30pm
CD: 20 Feb, GS: 20
$45 (includes rental of bicycle)
Join other people with a keen interest 
to see parts of Singapore on a bike. This 
event is totally suitable for beginners 
and will have numerous stops to 
accommodate loads of games. 

Hip HOp GROOVES
Actfa School of Dance, 5:30pm–6:30pm
CD: 12 Feb, GS: 40
$60 (includes light refreshments and  
one drink)
If you like the funky moves you see on 
MTV or Channel [V], take this four-week 
course in hip hop dancing. Dress code: 
casual wear and street shoes; strictly no 
sandals or slippers.

21 Feb (Sat)14 Feb (Sat)

JANUARY-MARCH  20 15 29

ONE PLUS ONE

a daNcE datE cOmPLEtEmE LOvE ExPrESS
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GS: GROUP SIZE       CD: CLOSING DATE       M: MEMBER       NM: NON-MEMBER     MARCH

CULINARY EXPERIENCE
TBA, 2pm–5pm
CD: 26 Feb, GS: 12–20
$108 (M) / $118 (NM) (includes ingredients  
and refreshments)
Cooking is a useful skill, and something that can 
impress that special someone you fancy, so sign 
up for this class and roll up your sleeves in an open-
concept kitchen.

1 Mar (Sun)

CYCLING AT EAST COAST PARK
East Coast Park, 4pm–7:30pm
CD: 14 Feb, GS: 28
$12 (facilitation only)
If you prefer to meet new people at 
an outdoor activity, join this evening 
cycling jaunt, which will be conducted 
with speed dating-style rotations before 
pedalling off.

7 Mar (Sat)

MIX & MINGLE  
PARTY  @ CONRAD HOTEL
Conrad Hotel, 7:30pm–10pm
CD: 5 Mar, GS: 24
$39 (includes one alcoholic /  
non-alcoholic drink and snacks)
The dramatically decorated lounge 
of the Conrad Hotel is perfect for a 
discerning crowd and an unforgettable 
evening of fun and mingling. 

7 Mar (Sat)

LET US OUT!
TBA, 2pm–4pm
CD: 5 Mar, GS: 16
$48 (M) / $58 (NM)
Can you think of a way to save yourself 
and the others? Taking place in a specially 
designed scenario room, this exhilarating 
experience is sure to gain you an 
adrenaline rush as well as new friends.

8 Mar (Sun)

EvENTS

JANUARY-MARCH  20 1530

love express oNe plUs oNe

champagNe jsg

champagNe jsg
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Use this festive season as an opportunity to get social and welcome 
the New Year with new friends!

tip!

SECREt FiRSt DAtES: MODERN EUROpEAN FOOD
The Central, Clarke Quay, 7:15pm–10:45pm
CD: 11 Mar, GS: 24
$12 (administration fee only)
Tasty food and comfortable ambience that won’t break the bank—that’s what this 
series of events is about. To keep you on the edge of your seat, the venue will remain a 
secret until you are a confirmed participant.

12 Mar (Thu)

MiXOLOGY WORKSHOp
TBA, 3pm–5:30pm
CD: 8 Mar, GS: 24
$65 (M), $70 (NM)
Aspire to be the next big-name mixologist in town? Then take this opportunity to create 
your own cocktails.

14 Mar (Sat)

JANUARY-MARCH  20 15 31

Aug 10 (Sat)

SUNSEt BBQ At LABRADOR 
NAtURE RESERVE
Labrador Nature Reserve, 4:45pm–9pm
CD: 21 Mar, GS: 30
$20 (includes BBQ dinner)
Spend an evening enjoying a barbecue 
dinner with new friends at this tranquil 
site by the sea.

28 Mar (Sat)

tANGO LA pASSiON
Actfa School of Dance,  
8:30pm–9:30pm
CD: 16 Mar, GS: 40
$60 (includes light refreshments and 
one drink)
Get caught in the passionate embrace of 
the tango. Take up this four-week course 
to meet fellow dance enthusiasts and 
learn the moves of this sensual dance. 

Aug 10 (Sat)19 Mar (Thu)

URBAN DAtiNG DiNNER FOR 
LADiES & GENtLEMEN BELOW 35
City Hall, 7pm–9:30pm
CD: 19 Mar, GS: 24
$49 (includes Western set dinner)
Head over to a restaurant known for its 
good food and service. The cosy ambience 
also makes it conducive for networking 
and meaningful conversations.

love express

MiX & MiNGLE 
LUNCH pARtY
TBA, 10:30am–2pm
CD: 22 Mar, GS: 40
$50 (M), $55 (NM)
Mingle and connect with new friends 
over a sumptuous buffet spread. Expect 
full interaction and lots of laughter in this 
casual set up!

28 Mar (Sat)

completeme

DAtING momeNts

A DANce DAte

DAtING momeNts

oNe plUs oNe

Aug 10 (Sat)21 Mar (Sat)
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LISTINGS
SDNTRUST accReDiTeD ageNcieS

online dating service
one-to-one matching service
dating events

The SDNTrust accreditation framework for the dating industry was introduced to ensure high 
standards of professionalism and excellence for singles. Private dating agencies which adhere to 

the framework would be awarded the following trustmark:

a Dance Date aims to bring 
together people who feel the spirit 
of dance—from their fingertips to 
their toes—and who wish to share it.
www.adancedate.com
6769 0500

champagne JSg offers a full suite 
of dating services, from events to 
personalised matching services, 
guaranteeing an exclusive experience.
www.champagnejsg.com
6838 0298

completeMe organises cosy events 
and workshops. It spun off from the 
Singapore Facebook Singles group, 
which has grown to more than 1,000 
members, all hoping to find The One.
www.completeme.com.sg
8125 2321

Dating Moments specialises in 
one-to-one matching services, and 
creates unique opportunities for 
singles to meet through exhilarating 
activities, from wakeboarding to 
relaxing walks along sandy beaches!
www.datingmoments.com
6748 2833

eSynchrony.com offers you online 
one-to-one matching services based 
on 15 areas of compatibility. Also under 
eSynchrony is eteract.com—meet singles 
in the comfort of your own home using 
multimedia or text messages.
www.eSynchrony.com
www.eteract.com

Those looking for fun lifestyle 
events need look no further 
than Love express.
www.loveexpress.com.sg
6823 1232

One Plus One equals you and 
me, so join an expanding group 
of singles who are looking for 
affordable and exciting events.
www.oneplusone.com.sg
9017 0885

VivaOne offers a variety of events for 
busy professionals to network and 
hopefully meet that special someone.
www.vivaone.com.sg
8223 8895

Too busy to date? Or intimidated by 
the idea of going on a date? Bond 
easily with members of Lunch 
actually over food and drinks.
www.lunchactually.com
6532 0010
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From 1–31 Jan 2015, 
pay only S$15 (UP 
S$21) for a flight 
tasting trio, with the 
three beer profiles 
selected by the 
beer master from 
the Beers of the 
Day. Simply present 
this page before 
7pm at Nickeldime 
Drafthouse, located at 273 Thomson Road, #01-06 Novena 
Gardens. Valid for two such flight tastings only.

From 1 Jan–31 Mar 2015, 
receive 15% off the retail 
price when you purchase 
any Energizer product 
(limited to a maximum of 
three products). To enjoy 
this offer, simply present 
this page at the following 
outlets: Inforcom 
Technologies @ Funan IT Mall, Atlantic Office Supply @ Sim Lim 
Square, EpiCentre, Nubox and Gain City.

EnErgizEr® EnErgi To go® XP10000 nickEldimE drafThousE
Get juiced with the latest power station from Energizer® 

Energi To Go®. The XP10000 (UP S$119.90) allows you 
to charge up to three devices simultaneously! With 
up to 10,000 mAh of power capacity, it’s the perfect 
supplemental power for tablets, smartphones and all 
portable devices. What’s more, it comes with a dust 
cover and LED indicators that allow you to monitor the 
battery power.

When it says it specialises in beer, Nickeldime 
Drafthouse means it! It’s the first in Singapore to 
serve 15 international craft beers on tap at any time, 
sourcing only limited or seasonal brews from boutique 
breweries worldwide to keep things different and 
interesting for patrons! To accompany its beers, 
Nickeldime Drafthouse also serves beer-infused, 
handmade bites that will delight your taste buds and 
keep hunger pangs at bay. 

PROMOTIONS

* For all promotions, terms & conditions apply.

15% off EnErgizEr ProducTs $15 (uP $21) for a flighT TasTing Trio 

Get 15% off Cook, Eat, 
Love – It’s a Date, a dating 
and cooking class held 
on 14 Feb 2015. To enjoy 
this discount, scan this 
page or take a shot of it 
with your smartphone and 
attach the image when 
you e-mail cookbakehost@
tottstore.com to register 
for the class.

From 1 Jan–28 Feb 
2015, enjoy 20% off all 
regular-priced TEAISM 
products when you 
order online at www.
mylifeinc.me. Please 
use the promotion code 
‘DUET20’ at checkout.

my lifE inc. ToTT
TEAISM wands are so convenient—no more messing 
around with dangly tea bags and dinky teaspoons. The 
high-tech diffuser acts as a stirrer that also keeps the tea 
leaves inside fresh and fragrant. Just remove the wand 
from its wrapper, dip into hot water, stir, and enjoy! 
There are five new flavours for 2015: Peppermint Green 
Tea, Senna Oolong Tea, Earl Grey Tea, Rooibos Tea and 
Cranberry Apple Tea. Also available is the TEAISM Tea 
Station. Great for kitchens, office pantries, spas and 
gyms, it also makes a lovely gift.

ToTT (Tools of The Trade) is a 36,000ft2 kitchen 
wonderland home to two state-of-the-art cooking 
studios, a bistro, Jason’s The Gourmet Grocer and a 
retail sector carrying exclusive culinary merchandise. 
Learn to cook and bake at ToTT cooking school, which 
offers a variety of fun-filled classes, from bread making 
to knife techniques. Participants working in pairs will 
find the hands-on experience a good opportunity to 
bond over their love for food.

20% off TEaism ProducTs 15% off a daTing class 
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